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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, MR. DUNSTAN. OPENING PORT LINCOLN TUNA 
PROCESSORS LTD COMPLEX 29.6.74 

Mr. Lukin, Mr. Blacker, Your Worship, ladies and gentlemen : 

Thank you very much for inviting me here today to open Port Lincoln 
Tuna Processors' new complex. 

It's a major addition to a major South Australian industry and will, 
I'm sure, be a great success. 

As many of you will know only too well, the tuna fishing industry 
in this State has known difficult times as well as good, and there 
have been checks to its development. 

How, however, there is a much greater degree of stability with 
continuing high domestic and overseas demand. The completion of 
this project is both a reflection of that situation and will also 
itself make a further significant contribution to it. 

It is, to me, an impressive scheme on two counts. 

The facilities themselves are first class; modern, efficient and 
incorporating a number of unique features. 

The key to success in any large scale fishing operation, is, of 
course, the expeditious processing of the catch and this complex 
sets new standards for doing so. 

Equally impressive is the way in which it has been organised. The 
progress from formation of the company'only a year ago to today's 
ceremony is another, a model, example of expedition and says much 
for the drive and enthusiasm of the shareholders. 

The State Government shares your enthusiasm and confidence in the 
project. We think it's a real goer and is important in a State 
context as well as in the obvious contribution it makes to the 
further development of Port Lincoln. 

I can assure you of our continued support in your plans for further 
additions to the complex. 

Tuna and prawn fishing are big business, indeed, for South Australia -
the biggest contributors to the $14 million derived from the industry 
in the last financial year. 
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It is important to the State economy and fundamental to the prosperity 
of Port Lincoln. 

I believe we can look forward to a period of continued growth and the 
further development of markets in Japan, the United States and 
Western Europe. 

The State Government will continue to do all it can to assist the 
industry in both the fishing and marketing operation. The $7 million 
harbour project underway here is evidence of our concern. 

There's another point which I mentioned on my last visit to this city 
and which I'd like to take up again today - that is the Redcliff 
petro-chemical scheme. This will provide a great stimulus to the 
total development of this region in decentralised employment and in 
the spin-off benefits to be obtained from it. 

In going ahead with the planning of the scheme we" are making 
absolutely sure that it will not entail any threat to the environment 

During my recent visit to IJurope I made particular study of this -
in detailed discussions with experts in the field and in on-site 
inspection of similar facilities in Britain. I am confident that 
there will be no ill effects on the prawn and tuna fishing industry 
from the Redcliff project. 

Once again, thank you for inviting me to open your new processing 
plant. It's an important occasion, not only for the group of able 
and experienced fishermen who've carried through the million 
investment, but for Port Lincoln as a whole and I'm very happy to 
have had this opportunity of sharing ±t with you. 

I have very much pleasure in formally declaring the complex open. 

Thank You 
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Mr. Lukin, Mr. Blacker, Your Worship, ladies and gentlemen : 

Thank you very much for inviting me here today to open Port Lincoln 
Tuna Processors' new complex. 

It's a major addition to a major South Australian industry and will, 
I'm sure, be a great success. 

As many of you will know only too well, the tuna fishing industry 
in this State has known difficult times as well as good, and there 
have been checks to its development. 

How, however, there is a much greater degree of stability with 
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Equally impressive is the way in which it has been organised. The 
progress from formation of the company only a year ago to today's 
ceremony is another, a model, example of expedition and says much 
for the drive and enthusiasm of the shareholders. 

The State Government shares your enthusiasm and confidence in the 
project. We think it's a real goer and is important in a State 
context as well as in the obvious contribution it makes to the 
further development of Port Lincoln. 
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It is important to the State economy and fundamental to the prosperity 
of Port Lincoln. 

I believe we can look forward to a period of continued growth and the 
further development of markets in Japan, the United States and 
Western Europe. 

The State Government will continue to do all it can to assist the 
industry in both the fishing and marketing operation. The $7 million 
harbour project underway here is evidence of our concern. 

There's another point which I mentioned on my last visit to this city 
and which I'd like to take up again today - that is the Redcliff 
petro-chemical scheme. This will provide a great stimulus to the 
total development of this region in decentralised employment and in 
the spin-off benefits to be obtained from it. 

In going ahead with the planning of the scheme we are making 
absolutely sure that it will not entail any threat to the environment. 

During my recent visit to Europe I made particular study of this -
in detailed discussions with experts in the field and in on-site 
inspection of similar facilities in Britain. I am confident that 
there will be no ill effects on the prawn and tuna fishing industry 
from the Redcliff project. 

Once again, thank you for inviting me to open your new processing 
plant. It's an important occasion, not only for the group of able 
and experienced fishermen who've carried through the $1 million 
investment, but for Port Lincoln as a whole and I'm very happy to 
have had this opportunity of sharing ±t with you. 

I have very much pleasure in formally declaring the complex open. 

Thank You 
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